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Introduction to 
Cloud for 
Marketing



Every industry is 
going digital.

By 2021, 
Over 75% of midsize and 

large organizations will 

have adopted a multicloud 

and/or hybrid IT strategy* 

By 2022, 
Public cloud services will be 

essential for 90% of business 

innovation*

And by 2025... 
The sum of the world’s data is expected to swell more 

than 5 times its current size**

*Gartner, Predicts 2019:  Increasing Reliance on Cloud Computing Transforms IT and Business Practices, December 2018.
**IDC White Paper, sponsored by Seagate, "The Digitization of the World from Edge to Core," November 2018 (Available on Google Cloud site).

https://cloud.google.com/future-cloud-computing/


60% of active banking customers use digital 

channels (online and mobile), and 80% of all 

customer touchpoints occur on digital*

Source: *McKinsey, The balancing act: Omnichannel excellence in retail banking, January 
2019, **Deloitte, 2019 Banking and Capital Markets Outlook: Reimagining transformation, 

***Accenture, Financial Services Study Reveals Shifts in Consumer Expectations

34% of customers would be more likely to 

use branches if digital self-service screens 

were enabled**

67% of banking customers are willing to 

share more of their personal data in return 

for new benefits***

Retail banking continues 
to advance digitally

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/the-balancing-act-omnichannel-excellence-in-retail-banking
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/financial-services/us-fsi-dcfs-2019-banking-cap-markets-outlook.pdf
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insight-financial-services-distribution-marketing-consumer-study


Using Google Cloud, 
Monzo empowers 
teams to be agile 
and responsive with 
self-serve analytics

Reduced in-app support requests 
by 50% over 10 months

Auto-scales to support user base 
growth of 200% with BigQuery

Empowers staff to conduct 85% of 
queries without help from BI team



Branch Operations

Empower relationship managers 

and digitalize customer experience

New Products & Services

Provide new offerings through APIs 

and leveraging predictive analytics

Retail banks need to transform across 
the entire business

Risk Management

Enhance fraud detection, KYC operations 

and optimize liquidity positions

Customer Management

Streamline customer service and 

operations, and personalize marketing with 

customer segmentation and targeting

Regulatory Reporting & Compliance

Streamline regulatory reporting, FDIC and 

BSA/AML compliance with unified data



The role of the CMO has 
changed

CMOs own the 
growth agenda 
CEOs #1 priority is growth1

and 83% view Marketing as 

a clear driver of growth.2

The stakes are high
Half of CFOs don’t think 

marketing delivers on growth 

expectations; 40% don’t think 

marketing budgets should be 

protected in a downturn.2

Customer experience is the new battlefront
81% of marketers expect to compete mostly or 

completely on the basis of CX.3

Sources: 1) Gartner: “CMO Perspective: Key Traits of Growth-Oriented CMOs,” 2018; 
2) McKinsey: “Marketing’s moment is now: The C-suite partnership to deliver on growth,” 2019; 

3) Gartner: “How CMOs Can Design and Execute a Winning Customer Experience Strategy,” 2018



Customers today have high expectations…
They respond to experiences that are timely, 
targeted, and tailored to their specific needs—
and reject those that aren’t

Harvard Business Review

Real-Time Analytics, 2018



Acquire

Should we send 
recommendations for 
other products?

Is she likely to 
purchase again? 

Should we send 
her retention offers? 

How much will she 
engage in the future? 

How do we find others 
like her at scale?Retain

Grow



13% of organisations say 
they’re making the most of 
their available customer data
Forbes Insights, 2018



Marketers struggle with data silos

Content 
marketing

CRM 
systems

Ad 
campaigns

Billing &
purchases

Distribution Point 
of sale

Customer
service

Web & app
analytics

Loyalty
programs

Inventory
management

Social
media

Email
management



AGILE
Onboard in 
weeks not 

months

SECURE
Data encrypted 
at rest and in 

motion, secured 
access

COST EFFECTIVE
Affordable 

onboarding and 
maintenance

ROBUST
State of the art 

Merkle 
engineering and 

support

SCALABLE
Never run out of 
capacity, elastic 
environments

EXTENSIBLE
Integrate with 

wider marketing 
ecosystem CRM

Data

Digital 

Data

3rd 

Party
Data

Rapid Audience Layer



Why? Because Marketers are stuck in 
collection and query 

Source: Gartner, “Marketing Technology Survey”. Base n=503 Marketers



Right at the start of the partnership 
we were able to reduce time to insight 
from 96 hours to 30 minutes by using 

BigQuery, allowing us to react in real time to 
customer needs and provide better service.

— Gary Sanders, Head of the bank's 

digital analytics function

“

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/28566/ll
oyds-partners-google-on-data-analytics

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/28566/lloyds-partners-google-on-data-analytics


You need support 
across 
the full data journey

Faster, simpler & smarter 
solutions for enterprises to 
create delightful customer 
experiences from their 
data and marketing 
technology

Collect

Transform

AnalyseVisualise

Activate

Tableau

Looker

Data Studio

YouTube 
Ads

FirebaseGoogle 
Ads

Analytics 360

Display & 
Video 360

Ad Manager
Commercial 

Data Sets

Ads Data Hub

Ads 
Platforms

Cloud for
Marketing



“
We now have a fully automated reporting 

process providing a comprehensive set of 
tailored business metrics on a daily basis. It 

allows us to analyze and adapt much faster in 
a data-driven way so we can focus on 
improving our business rather than 

consolidating inputs from different sources.

— Claudia Schneider - Manager Operations



Application Developers 
& Non-Technical Users

Data Analysts & 
Data Scientists

Machine Learning 
Engineers

Easy to adopt off-the-
shelf models

Most advanced 
and customisable

ML APIs

With a spectrum of Machine Learning tools

ML EngineAuto MLBigQuery ML



46%
of marketing 
budgets are spend 
on advertising
(50:50 paid media: agencies)

Source: Gartner CMO spend survey 2018-2019

Advertising
46%

Marketing Tech
29%

Labour
24%



Rank the advertising elements by order of 
greatest contribution to sales

Source: Nielsen Catalina Solutions, 2017, 
Percent Sales Contribution by Advertising Element

47%

22%

15%

9%

5%

2%
➔ BRAND

➔ CONTEXT

➔ CREATIVE

➔ REACH

➔ RECENCY

➔ TARGETING



Creative is (still) King!

Source: Nielsen Catalina Solutions, 2017, 
Percent Sales Contribution by Advertising Element

CREATIVE 47%

REACH 22%

BRAND 15%

TARGETING 9%

RECENCY 5%

CONTEXT 2%
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How Data and 
Machine Learning 
Can Improve 
Advertising 
Effectiveness



Supercharge your Marketing with Google Cloud

1.
Optimise 
Creativity

2.
Improve 

Reach & Targeting

3.
Increase 

Context & 
Recency



Supercharge your Marketing with Google Cloud

1.
Optimise 
Creativity

2.
Improve 

Reach & Targeting

3.
Increase 

Context & 
Recency



< 1% of unstructured data is analysed
or used at all



What are the main challenges you face today?

Expensive Manual Rigid





Chihuahua or blueberry muffin?Labradoodle or fried chicken?Sheepdog or mop?



Google Big DataGoogle ML APIs

Translating data into business value

Unstructured Data

Structured

Data

Business Insights



The comparison between 

two (or more) of visuals to 

determine changes in

performance.

Question: Do “lifestyle” creatives 
perform better than “fast 
delivery” creatives?

Creative Analysis is...

LifestyleFast Delivery



Example Hypotheses

Creatives with 
natural, outdoor 

images rather 
than urban 

images increase
sales

Creatives with 
multiple faces 

showing 
happiness lead to 

higher 
engagement

Keywords like 
limited or 

exclusive are 
critical, but are 
served with low 

frequency

Showing the 
brand logo within 

the first five 
seconds of a 

video increases 
recall



Index element-level performance to uncover insights

Frequency of attribute in creatives

Attribute
Performance

Explore! Keep it up!

Avoid!

Try it online!

https://oculi-v2.appspot.com/campaigns


Text element level performance

Try it online!

Text Element

Frequency Click-
through Rate 

%

https://oculi-v2.appspot.com/campaigns


Crawl, Walk, then Run with Creative Insights

Hypothesis-driven Analysis

Propose hypotheses and conduct 

analysis based on historical data

Self-Serve Analytics 

Tracking general performance 

statistics of all elements 

Performance Prediction

Build ML models to predict creative 

performance based on feature mix



Supercharge your Marketing with Google Cloud

1.
Optimise 
Creativity

2.
Improve 

Reach & Targeting

3.
Increase 

Context & 
Recency



“We treat all of our customers 
the same, which creates a lot 
of waste. We need to make 
predictions and engage customers 
accordingly.” 

Does this 
sound 
familiar?



Unsupervised learning through K-Means cluster analysis

A classification algorithm used to 
automatically divide a large group into 
smaller groups

Giving you ability to find similar groups 
of consumers which have not been 
explicitly labeled in the data (such as 
demographics)

Find k clusters that maximizes cluster 
center distances and minimizes internal 
distances



1 Define variables from Google Analytics 360 that will be helpful to predict new, previously 
undefined customer clusters

2 Create a model with BigQuery Machine Learning (BQML) that is trained based on an 
analysis of ecommerce data using those variables

3 Apply the model to create new customer segments to see if there’s one that holds a 
higher than expected number of big spenders

4 Explore the results to label your clusters

5 Activate your segment(s) using Google Marketing Platform



Acquisition AttributesUser Attributes

Device Type

Browser

Language

Web Attributes

Number of Visits

Time on Site

Page Views

Session Quality

Creative

Campaign Source

Media Channel

What feature selection (i.e. variables) could 
we use to train our model to identify segments 
with larger than expected transaction values?

1
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ADVANCED AUDIENCE MODELLING 
DELIVERS BUSINESS GROWTH
C A S E  S T U D Y

CHALLENGE

◢ Increase “repeat bookings” from existing customers

◢ Grow bookings amongst new customers

◢ Make use of rich CRM data available

APPROACH

◢ Build predictive customer models for customers and website 

visitors (prospects) by combining CRM data with DataSource asset

◢ Target these customer groups across addressable media using M1 

with highly relevant advertising

◢ Test modelled audiences against previous tactics 

to understand incremental impact

Internal

58%
Increase in bookings 

amongst existing 

customers

224%
RESULTS

Increase in bookings 

amongst prospects 

targeted



Additional Use Cases

Acquisition Find existing visitors with high conversion probability 
and run lookalike campaigns to capture reach

Retention Predict user return probability, and improve retention 
by serving customised ads to churning users

Growth
Remarket and bid more aggressively for high 
conversion probability visitors to accelerate 
conversion



Supercharge your Marketing with Google Cloud

1.
Optimise 
Creativity

2.
Improve 

Reach & Targeting

3.
Increase 

Context & 
Recency





http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCiPq_6hzc9Xg_1Fswy_U7lfM53-UTmb/view


6
accurate live
predictions

42%
increase in brand 
search lift

43 million
Final Four viewers

91%
lift in product 
interest

1.4 billion
impressions across 
the campaign

30%
increase in 
site visits

So, how did we do?

Source: internal Google datag.co/marchmadness

http://g.co/marchmadness
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Wrap Up



Start with a simple but 
high value use case,
expand from there V

al
ue

Complexity

Improve Reach & Targeting

Optimise Creativity

Increase Context & Recency



[ Name ]

[ Name ]

[ Name ]

[ Name ]

Assemble the 
right team

[ Name ] Who will champion the project, across functions? 

Who will assess and establish good data hygiene? 

Who will build your data pipes, ML models and 
dashboards?

Who will measure impact of the project? 

Who will interface with Google and Merkle?



Acquire
Customers

# of New Customers

% decrease in
acquisition cost

Grow 
Customers

% increase in customer LTV 

% increase in average
transaction size

Retain 
Customers

% decrease in churn 

% improvement in 
net promoter score 

Select a quantifiable success metric and tie it 
to revenue 



Once successful, scale your impact

Start with 
a pilot

1

Enhance with 
more data

2

Activate in 
more places

3

Scale success 
cross-functionally

4 5

Replicate with 
other use cases



Deliver better experiences 

Personalize messages, 
campaigns, and products to 

delight customers 

Generate more ROI

Allocate your advertising efforts 
and budgets to investments 

that drive the most value

£
Accelerate time to insight

Spend less time on routine 
analysis tasks and find valuable 

insights quicker



Before you leave, write yourself an email

In the next 90 days, I can lead my company in this marketing-driven 
digital transformation by…

➔ What are 2 use cases / business challenges AI can help you tackle?

➔ What are your most important data sources and where do they live?

➔ What do you need to ask your technical/business stakeholders?

➔ What support do you require?



THANK YOU


